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Have your Doctor Who and eat it too with this out-of-this-world cookbook featuring fun, imaginative

recipes for the whole family, based on the wildly popular BBC series Doctor Who.The perfect

addition to every Doctor Who fanâ€™s shelf, Doctor Who: The Official Cookbook features a

cornucopia of delicious, easy-to-make recipesâ€”from the simple, to the showstoppersâ€”with an

exciting Whovian twist. Enjoy the Doctorâ€™s own favorite, fish fingers and custard, share some

Cyberman Pie with friends, treat the family to Cassandra Pizza, or indulge your sweet tooth with a

Supreme Dalek Cake. Throwing a viewing party of your favorite episodes? Serve up some Ood

Rolls, Salt and Pepper Sontarans, and Weeping Angel Food Cake. And donâ€™t forget the

centerpiece for every Whovian get-together, a Gingerbread TARDIS and, of course, 12 Cookie

Doctors.Illustrated with stills from the television show and seasoned with fun food ephemera and

quotes from the Doctorâ€™s universe, Doctor Who: The Official Cookbook has something weird,

wacky, and tasty for every fan.
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Great not just for Doctor Who fans although all the recipes are Doctor Who inspired. My kids like

looking through the book because of the pictures inside. This book is a must for anyone wanting to

have a Doctor who party theme. The recipes are easy enough to follow. Overall it is a good

hardcover cookbook with lots of pictures. I think the only down side to this is that most recipes

serving size if for a medium to large groups and not many for small or individual servings.



I don't know why so many people are complaining. Are there recipes from the show? A few. Are

some of the recipes challenging? Absolutely. Are some so simple that you could do them on your

own? Sure. But the thing is, the entire cookbook is filled with wonderful recipes referencing Doctor

Who and the various characters and species from the show, and the recipes themselves sound

absolutely delicious. My personal favorites (aka the first dishes I'll be making) are the fish fingers

and custard and Dalek-table Army. All in all, 5/5, and I'll likely be purchasing a copy for my Whovian

friends.

I think the latest Dr. Who cookbook is cute, but not really practical. I think kids will like it a lot the

recipes seem a bit more complex than I care for. I actually prefer the original Dr. Who cookbook with

recipes from the actors on the show.

I am very disappointed in this book. As a cookbook I was expecting recipes that were relateable to

Doctor Who. The recipes are ridiculous. The layout and attempt to relate to the show does not work.

I would have kept this book had the references been interesting but the attempt was unfortunately a

fail. Very disappointed with this book. :(

I am a huge Doctor Who fan and a huge fan of food. Unfortunately, the recipes in this book did not

appeal to me. Many of them are "faces of" designs, most of those realistic enough to be creepy.

Flipping through I found myself going "ew" several times. There are a couple of things I may try at

some point, but until I can get past the "ew" factor of molding Davros' face or eating mini-Sliveens or

dealing with a pile of Dalek brains, it will be on the self.

I gotta say, i wasn't expecting the book being so good. I loved it, the book is amazing, i do love the

recipes, i can modify few ingredients if i like but i love it. The quality of the book's pages is pretty

good. Easy to read and amazing pictures.

A terrible disappointment. More "referential" than "interpretive." I was hoping it was more like one of

the unofficial ones that I have, with recreations of dishes served throughout the show. These are

mostly non-descript recipes dolled up to look like Dr Who things or minimally referential recipes. As

much as I love cookbooks, I am sorry I purchased it.

For those expecting a repeat of Gary Downie's Doctor Who cookbook, this isn't it. No cast members



contributing favorite recipes. The recipes in *this* cookbook are named and themed mainly after the

characters in the 2005-present series although there *is* a small homage to older villains and a nice

picture of the First Doctor (William Hartnell) towards the front of the book and another of the Fourth

Doctor (Tom Baker), Leela and K-9 in the "Kookie K-9" recipe.Some of these recipes will be easy to

make like the "Sonic Screwdri-Veg," the "Fish Fingers and Custard" and the " A Pizza

Cassandra."Others will be more difficult like the "Kookie K-9" and "The TARDIS" recipes. You'll find

templates for the more difficult recipes in the back of the book.And YUM! There is even a recipe to

make your own Jelly Babies.This is a must have for old and new Whovians alike.
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